
The Customer  
Experience Opportunity 
Nobody Talks About
Why contact data is your secret weapon 
in the battle for a competitive edge



In a commoditized market, with 
fierce competition, downward 
price pressure, and infinite choice, 
only one thing sets you apart from 
the competition.



 

Customer Experience

  
 



In fact, by 2020

Customer Experience

will overtake price  
and product as the key 

differentiator.¹

¹  Walker, Customers 2020:  
The Future of B-to-B Customer Experience

https://www.walkerinfo.com/Customers2020
https://www.walkerinfo.com/Customers2020


Customer Experience

Which is why businesses are 
relentlessly focused on it.



They’re improving  
the customer journey.



They’re making online and 
offline service and support 
consistent...



investing in  
training, and getting 
cross-company 
buy-in...



and aligning  
people, processes, 
and technology.



But there’s one thing 
they’re missing out on.



It’s the customer experience  
opportunity that nobody talks  
about, because it’s the elephant  
in the room that nobody knows  
how to deal with.



And yet it’s something  
everybody has to deal with.



Dirty Data



Inaccurate and irrelevant 
customer contact data degrades 
the quality of everything you do 
throughout your organization.



Emails bounce, deliveries are returned, 
and special offers struggle to convert 
because they fail to resonate with 
your audiences. It causes duplicate 
communications, inconsistent service, 
and lack of personalization.



Which means 
disappointed, angry, and 
frustrated customers.



²  NewVoiceMedia, The Multibillion Dollar
Cost of Poor Customer Service Jan 8, 2014

And that’s big. Because 
91 percent of dissatisfied 
customers won’t do business 
with you again after a poor 
customer experience.²

https://www.newvoicemedia.com/blog/the-multibillion-dollar-cost-of-poor-customer-service-infographic
https://www.newvoicemedia.com/blog/the-multibillion-dollar-cost-of-poor-customer-service-infographic


³ Customer Experience Board

In fact, it costs U.S. 
businesses $83 
billion a year.³

https://www.customerexperienceboard.org/resources/factshttps://www.customerexperienceboard.org/resources/facts


Getting it right is a big challenge for 
everybody. But they need to—because if 
they don’t, they’re missing out on a huge



This is the opportunity for 
businesses to differentiate 
themselves from the competition 
in a crowded marketplace with 
savvy customers who have endless 
choices and wavering loyalties.



The opportunity to harness  
the power of segmentation and 
personalization, deliver targeted 
offers, customize communication, 
and tailor service.



The opportunity to harness  
the power of segmentation and 
personalization, deliver targeted 
offers, customize communication, 
and tailor service.

Trusted contact data makes  
all of this possible.



It turns a good customer 
experience into a great one.

And that’s a huge win.



4  Forrester Report, The Business  
Impact of Customer Experience, 2014

Firms that move from below-average 
to above-average customer experience 
have customers who are willing to buy 
from them again and again.

That’s how important customer 
experience is to them.4

http://resources.moxiesoft.com/rs/moxiesoft/images/Business_Impact_Of_CX_2014.pdf
http://resources.moxiesoft.com/rs/moxiesoft/images/Business_Impact_Of_CX_2014.pdf


The thing is, you don’t need fancy 
loyalty schemes to buy customer 
loyalty—organizations simply have 
to work smarter and do better.

And it all starts with data—trusted, 
governed, and relevant data.



1.  Segment your 
customers.

2.  Personalize  
customer journeys.

3.  Analyze customer 
behavior.

4.  Recognize customers 
across all channels.

Intelligent data means outstanding 
customer experience. Because it lets 
you do four critical marketing activities. 



You can discover invaluable 
customer insights from 
intelligent data to transform 
your data-driven marketing.



You can move from customer 
transactions to customer interactions. 
Foster better relationships with 
existing customers and build new 
relationships with prospects.



You can move from customer 
transactions to customer interactions. 
Foster better relationships with 
existing customers and build new 
relationships with prospects.

And you can maximize revenue  
from both.



It’s hard to think of any 
customer experience that 
isn’t affected by bad data.



Further Reading

If your business needs further 
convincing, we’ve written this 
eBook that builds up a simple, 
foolproof business case. 

DOWNLOAD NOW

https://www.informatica.com/lp/the-business-case-for-contact-data-verification_3177.html?Source=Slideshare
https://www.informatica.com/lp/the-business-case-for-contact-data-verification_3177.html?Source=Slideshare


Customer contact data is the 
backbone of your entire operation. 
It’s driving all your systems.

For sales, marketing, the supply 
chain or logistics, finance, billing, 
self-service, support, and more.



It affects every communication and 
every touchpoint: email marketing, direct 
mail, in-person interactions at events 
or in-store, social media channels, call 
centers, and mobile channels.



We’re not just heading toward a  
data-driven future—we’re already there.  
And the time to act is now, before  
a big problem gets even bigger.



5  IBM Study, CMOs Fusing Internal and 
External Data to Drive Financial Success

And yet 82 percent of CMOs 
feel unprepared to deal with 
the “data explosion”.5

https://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/43440.wss
https://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/43440.wss


6  Biznology, B2B Data Decay and List 
Rental – Buyer Beware! Feb 13, 2015

But with B2B data decaying 
at over 70 percent a year,6 
the problem has never been 
more urgent.

https://biznology.com/2015/02/b2b-data-decay-list-rental-buyer-beware
https://biznology.com/2015/02/b2b-data-decay-list-rental-buyer-beware


So what’s  
the answer?



The first step is to see customer 
contact data as a strategic asset. 

It needs to be trusted, relevant, 
and authoritative.



To ensure that’s the case,  
it should be subject to a  
simple two-step approach:

1. Verification 
2. Enrichment



With 30 percent of email addresses,7  
20 percent of postal addresses,8 18 percent 
of telephone numbers8 changing annually, 
this is not a one-off exercise.

7  Convince & Convert, 15 Email Statistics  
that are Shaping the Future

8  Dun & Bradstreet, Best Practices in 
Registration Data Management, 2011

http://www.convinceandconvert.com/convince-convert/15-email-statistics-that-are-shaping-the-future
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/convince-convert/15-email-statistics-that-are-shaping-the-future
https://www.dnb.co.uk/content/dam/english/dnb-solutions/risk-management/whitepaper_registration_management.pdf
https://www.dnb.co.uk/content/dam/english/dnb-solutions/risk-management/whitepaper_registration_management.pdf


7  Convince & Convert, 15 Email Statistics  
that are Shaping the Future

8  Dun & Bradstreet, Best Practices in 
Registration Data Management, 2011

It requires a constant, ongoing effort and 
a highly structured approach.

With 30 percent of email addresses,7  
20 percent of postal addresses,8 18 percent 
of telephone numbers8 changing annually, 
this is not a one-off exercise.

http://www.convinceandconvert.com/convince-convert/15-email-statistics-that-are-shaping-the-future
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/convince-convert/15-email-statistics-that-are-shaping-the-future
https://www.dnb.co.uk/content/dam/english/dnb-solutions/risk-management/whitepaper_registration_management.pdf
https://www.dnb.co.uk/content/dam/english/dnb-solutions/risk-management/whitepaper_registration_management.pdf


So it’s a big ask, but it’ll pay big 
dividends—boosting customer 
experience and your bottom line.



9  Economist Intelligence Unit, 
The Rise of the Marketer, 2015

Relevant content, targeted offers, and 
tailored service will mean higher-quality 
engagement. 

And 63 percent of marketers say that 
engagement translates into customer 
renewals, retention, and repeat purchases.9

http://futureofmarketing.eiu.com/briefing


The takeaway is simple: intelligent 
data equals outstanding customer 
experience.

Which in turn equals great results.



And the good news is that there 
are tools and technologies in place 
right now to help you meet the 
contact data challenge, delight your 
customers, and beat the competition.



As you can see, it’s not 
quite true that nobody’s 
talking about this customer 
experience opportunity. 



Want to Learn More?

We’ve written an eBook all about what 
it takes to create contact data that’s 
trusted, relevant, and authoritative. 

If you’re responsible for targeting the 
right customers and prospects and 
exceeding their expectations, you’re 
going to love this eBook. 

DOWNLOAD NOW

https://www.informatica.com/lp/the-business-case-for-contact-data-verification_3177.html?Source=Slideshare
https://www.informatica.com/lp/the-business-case-for-contact-data-verification_3177.html?Source=Slideshare
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Digital transformation changes expectations: better 
service, faster delivery, with less cost. Businesses must 
transform to stay relevant and data holds the answers.

As the world’s leader in Enterprise Cloud Data 
Management, we’re prepared to help you intelligently 
lead—in any sector, category or niche. Informatica 
provides you with the foresight to become more 
agile, realize new growth opportunities or create new 
inventions. With 100 percent focus on everything  
data, we offer the versatility needed to succeed. 

We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to 
offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your  
next intelligent disruption. 
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